Measuring Stress in a Clergy Population: Lessons Learned from Cognitive Interview testing of the Perceived Stress Scale with Clergy

Abstract

The most commonly used self-report stress measure is the ten-item Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), first published by Cohen in 1983. The PSS it seeks to measure one’s appraisal of stress, helplessness and self-efficacy. We determined how Christian clergy might respond to the PSS by conducting cognitive interview testing with a sample of twelve United Methodist pastors. Interviews were audiotaped and summarized, with content analysis conducted on the summaries. Data saturation was achieved. Participants reported strong negative reactions to PSS language like “upset” and “angered.” Although the PSS considers higher perceived control to be indicative of less stress, participants reported that they consider accepting lack of control as a sign of faith. Participants reported fears of being poorly regarded as religious leaders upon endorsing items like lack of ability to “handle personal problems.” Participants indicated that their theological beliefs of seeking God’s way and being faithful conflicted with items such as “things are going your way” and “you could not overcome.” When answered by Christian pastors, the majority of PSS items may be subject to under-reporting and response bias. Future research should identify valid stress measures for Christian clergy and assess the validity of the PSS in non-clergy Christian populations.
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Introduction

Despite notable spiritual coping strategies, clergy experience many work-related stressors, including responding to parishioners’ crises, church conflict, performance pressure, and boundary ambiguity [1, 2, 3, 4]. Additionally, clergy report that their stressors outstrip their coping resources. To better understand the impact of stress on clergy, we sought to identify a valid, reliable, and culturally appropriate measurement tool, a task that proved more challenging than anticipated [5, 3].

Although ubiquitous in popular dialogue, stress is difficult to define. In the past several decades, stress models have evolved from the simple stimulus-response model to the current dynamic, psychobiological model with multiple inter-related variables (Monroe, 2008). Even though researchers’ theoretical understanding of stress has improved, their ability to measure stress has made little concurrent progress. Indeed, the most commonly used measure of stress, the Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), was first published in 1983 and has been only slightly modified since. Over the past 30 years, the PSS has been translated into 25 languages and used in hundreds of published articles [7, 8].

The popularity of the PSS is not without reason. When developed, it represented a significant improvement over Life Events checklists, which were limited by their inability to assess a particular event’s impact on a given individual [7, 9]. The PSS was the first instrument that measured outcomes of cognitive appraisal, a construct first described by Lazarus in the 1960s [10]. Appraisal is a cognitive process by which individuals weigh the risk stressors pose against available coping resources, resulting in a person-specific assessment of threat [11]. The PSS items operationalize felt threat as the extent to which respondents feel their lives to be unpredictable, uncontrollable, or overwhelming, the sum of which is “perceived stress” [7]. Exploratory factor analysis of the ten-item PSS-10 found a two-factor structure of the six-item Perceived Helplessness Subscale (α=.85) and the four-item Perceived Self-efficacy Subscale (α=.89) [12]. When tested across twelve studies, the PSS-10 demonstrated strong internal consistency (α=0.74-0.91) [13].

When choosing a stress measure for our clergy population, we identified the PSS for its brevity and sound validation history. However, we recognized that the PSS might be limited by its reliance on a potentially outdated definition of stress that only includes appraisal theory; other factors affecting the stress response, such as physical and emotional resilience, are not included. Additionally, the PSS utilizes only two indicators—perceived helplessness and perceived self-efficacy—of the appraisal construct, when there are likely many. Variables such as positive emotions (interest, pride, humor, love), meaning (religion, spirituality), physical resources (exercise, nutrition), and acceptance also impact the stress response, yet these constructs are untapped by the PSS. In addition to these concerns, we wondered whether PSS terminology could be interpreted differently across culturally diverse populations [14]. The purpose of this study was to use cognitive interviewing to: 1) assess the PSS-10’s content validity in a clergy population with deeply-held Christian values and 2) identify the PSS-10 items with the greatest likelihood of causing response error.
Methods

Content Validity, Response Error, and Cognitive Interviewing

Content validity is the extent to which the items that compose a questionnaire sufficiently reflect the construct being measured [15]. There are many causes of weak content validity, including failure to represent all dimensions of a construct, ambiguous terminology in item design, and inadvertent use of strongly connotative terms [16, 17]. The presence of any one of these content validity issues can result in survey responses that do not accurately reflect the true values of what is being measured, a problem called response error [18]. We chose to investigate the content validity and resultant response error of the PSS-10 using cognitive interviewing.

Cognitive interviewing is a qualitative data collection method that focuses on understanding how respondents interpret and respond to survey questions [19]. Based on Tourangeau's model of the thought process, the method explores item comprehension, processes used to calculate and select response options, and contextually-specific interpretations of survey items [20]. The technique uses open-ended prompts that ask the respondent to “think aloud” about what influenced their answer [16, 21]. For example, the PSS asks, “In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly?” After the respondent answers the survey item, a cognitive interviewer might ask: “What were you thinking as you answered the question? What does the term ‘upset’ mean to you? What came to mind when you thought about ‘things happening unexpectedly’?” Once sources of response error are identified, error can be minimized by revising the survey administration process or the survey questions themselves. In practice, seven to ten interviews are required in order to reach consensus on the content validity of survey items [16].

Sample and Recruitment

Eligible participants were United Methodist clergy who 1) lived within 50 miles of our university, 2) had served as active clergy in the past three years, and 3) were enrolled in Spirited Life, a wellness intervention funded by The Duke Endowment for United Methodist clergy in North Carolina. We invited eligible clergy via email to participate in the study and scheduled interviews with all respondents. Participants were offered $50 compensation for participation.

Data Collection

Cognitive interviews, lasting between 45 and 90 minutes, took place in a private room in the respondent’s home or church. Two researchers attended each interview, one conducting the interview and one taking notes. We asked participants general follow-up probes (i.e., “Were there any words or phrases that were confusing to you?”) and item-specific probes (i.e., “In your own words, what does it look and feel like to be angry.”). We documented responses through audio recording and handwritten notes. We stopped conducting interviews after we were certain data saturation, i.e., when no further new or relevant information emerges, was achieved [22].

Analysis

An interviewer and notetaker independently completed summaries for each interview, highlighting direct quotes when they were recorded. Then, we cross-checked the summaries for accuracy and completeness. When needed, the interviewer supplemented summaries with direct quotes after reviewing the audio files. Because of the targeted nature of cognitive
interviewing, word-for-word transcripts were not required for data analysis. The interviewer performed content analysis of the interview summaries, systematically coding and categorizing the data by topic [16]. Topically grouped responses were carefully examined to identify patterns and themes in the data [23]. The study was approved by the Duke University Institutional Review Board and all participants provided informed consent.

Results

Twelve pastors completed interviews. The sample was composed of 67% men, with an average age of 53 and average ministerial experience of 24 years. Item-by-item results are summarized below.

PSS Item 1. In the last month, how often have you been upset because of something that happened unexpectedly?

The majority of pastors (9/12) defined “upset” using highly emotional language: “feeling blown away,” “emotionally distraught,” “angry to the point of losing control,” “needing to cry,” “like drowning,” or “lacking hope or peace.” One pastor said the word has a “negative, angry flavor” and feels “a little bit judgmental.”

After defining “upset” as a relatively intense emotional experience, several pastors (4/12) reported that they did not experience the emotion, or if they did, it was in a much diminished form. One pastor attributed this to his “hope, deep abiding peace, and spiritual maturity.” Two pastors discussed the lack of feeling upset as a vocational skill a person must possess or develop over time to have a healthy ministry. To prevent feeling upset, one pastor stated his goal to be “invested yet withdrawn” from the stressors in his ministry. Another pastor saw being upset as a breach of professional boundaries.

When thinking about the things that “happen unexpectedly,” more pastors thought exclusively of work (6/12) than of both work and home (3/12). Additionally, several pastors (4/12) noted that they had learned to expect the unexpected and therefore were not often upset by unexpected happenings. One pastor said he starts each day acknowledging that things will happen that he cannot plan for.

Overall, stress might be under-reported in this item because of the strong, negative emotional interpretation of the word “upset,” the beliefs of some pastors that being in control of emotions is an aspect of spiritual and vocational maturity, and the pervasiveness of unexpected happenings in the daily life of a minister. Additionally, the pastors’ focus on work rather than the entirety of their lives when answering the question could omit a number of stressors that would otherwise be incorporated into a pastor’s response.

PSS Item 2. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were unable to control the important things in your life?

Pastors (6/12) described lack of personal control as normal, both in and outside of their work. Examples included lack of control over church leadership decisions, appointments to new churches, retirement issues, parishioners’ problems, and their own health issues. One pastor stated that even when things seemed under control, they usually were not.

Though two pastors remarked that being unable to control important things caused some stress, the majority of pastors (8/12) described a deep acceptance of their lack of control that was rooted in Christian faith. One pastor described how she had “given up” control of her life
to God. When she felt out of control, she asked, “How can I best manage this to allow God to
do what He does?” Another pastor described “coming to terms” with his lack of control.
Another said his “need to control” was diminished because he trusted God. He believed it
healthy to relinquish control and experienced inner peace when he did so.

Two pastors pointed out that giving up control was not always simple. One said, “Clergy
want and like control. You are supposed to feel peace because God is in control. Pastors are
well-trained from a theological perspective to say that they have no control. Still, people want
pastors to be in control.” Another pastor said she struggled with wanting to control things that
she should not. Accepting her lack of control caused emotional relief. She attributed the
acceptance to strong faith and greater maturity.

The Christian emphasis on relinquishing control makes answering this item confusing for
pastors and undercuts its validity. Additionally, pastors might be prone to under-report stress
caused by lack of control because doing so might cast doubt on their faith.

**PSS Item 3. In the last month, how often have you felt nervous and “stressed”?**

Pastors answered this question more easily than other PSS items. They defined “nervous”
differently from “stressed.” All pastors (8/12) who offered a definition for “nervous” used
language associated with lower levels of anxiety: “jittery,” “a little scared,” “anxiety,” “on
edge,” and “butterflies.” “Stressed,” alternatively, was defined as more emotionally intense:
“getting wound up,” “losing sleep at night,” “it takes over,” “you cannot handle it,” “fear,”
“tears,” and “being unable to cope.” Several pastors (5/12) used depression and anger
language in their stress definitions: “melancholy,” “depressed,” “sad,” “frustrated,” “feelings of
inadequacy,” “anger,” and “shouting.” One pastor called the term “stressed” a “heavy word.”
Another pastor said he did not often feel stressed, but when he did it was a “system
shutdown.”

The differing definitions of “nervous” and “stressed” did not always trouble respondents.
Five pastors said they felt the terms, though different, were harmonious. Three pastors ignored
the word “nervous” and focused on the word “stressed” when answering. Defining stress as
relatively emotionally intense might make it less likely that pastors would endorse the item.
One pastor said answering this question felt like he was “confessing to stress.”

**PSS Item 4. In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle
your personal problems?**

Of the nine pastors who offered a definition for “personal problems,” one-third thought
primarily of problems at home, one-third thought primarily of work, and one-third thought of
problems in both their home and work lives.

The majority of pastors (7/12) included both individual strengths and support network
strengths in their definitions of “ability to handle.” Two pastors commented that, if they had
only considered their own resources, they would have rated their ability to handle problems as
lower.

The concepts of control and faith were revisited when answering this question. Two pastors
remarked on the impossibility of changing many things and defined “handling things” as doing
what you can. A third pastor said, “Handling does not necessarily mean resolving the problem.
If it isn’t debilitating, you can weather it.” Several pastors (4/12) stressed the importance of
trusting that things will work out. Faith in God was mentioned as a resource during times when
pastors were unsure if they could handle a problem. One pastor said faith was a source of
strength such that even if a problem were unresolved, everything would be okay. Another pastor called his faith “a safety net.” Remembering God’s presence replaced his stress with a sense of peace.

Two pastors commented that it might be difficult for their peers to admit to feeling unable to handle their problems. One thought pastors might be less likely to endorse higher responses because of the question’s emphasis on the individual handling the problem rather than the problem being in God’s hands. Another pastor shared that when he had not handled a situation well, he felt like a failure.

The inclusion of external resources, especially the power of God, in a pastor’s assessment of ability to handle things makes answering this question confusing. Additionally, pastors might be reluctant to report being unable to handle a situation because it might reflect poorly on themselves and/or their faith. Finally, not all pastors thought about all aspects of their lives when they answered, perhaps leading to the omission of important sources of stress. These three factors make it likely that this question would under-estimate levels of perceived stress.

**PSS Item 5. In the last month, how often have you felt that things were going your way?**

The phrase “going your way” was defined similarly across all 12 pastors: “things are going well,” “feeling positive,” “feeling happy,” “ease of life,” “contentment,” “peaceful feeling,” “good things are happening,” and “reaching goals.” Several pastors (5/12) said the question asked about optimism versus pessimism. One said she answered positively because even when things did not go her way, she had faith. Another said he actively tried to focus only on things that were going his way by praying at the end of each day, “It’s been a good day. It’s been enough.” Another pastor said he believed optimism to be a personality trait that pastors were not more likely to possess than people in other vocations. However, he noted that pastors feel more pressure to appear optimistic.

Despite the generally positive definitions of the term “going your way” several pastors (5/12) were troubled by the phrase. Two described the idea as “selfish,” saying things should be going God’s way according to His will. Another said humility was an important virtue, meaning that “God’s way” should always supersede “my way.” Another pastor said her goal was not for things to go her way but for her to do “what was best for Christ and His ministry in the world.” As such, things could be stressful and still be going her way because they were going God’s way.

This question highlights culturally specific connotations in the phase “going your way.” For many Christians, setting aside selfish needs is an important aspect of serving God. Pastors’ hesitations in answering this question make it an unpredictable indicator of perceived stress.

**PSS Item 6. In the last month, how often have you found that you could not cope with all the things that you had to do?**

Most pastors’ (7/12) descriptions of what it means to “not cope” tended toward extreme manifestations of stress: “crying,” “panic attacks,” “falling apart,” “responding to an extreme situation or trauma,” “going within myself,” “like hitting a brick wall,” “anger,” and “having a breakdown.” One pastor said she did not want to answer because it hurt her pride and was “humbling.”

Some pastors (5/12) could not imagine a situation in which they could not cope. Their responses were grounded in language of faith, saying, “There are always ways to cope.” One pastor attributed his enduring ability to cope to having a “laidback” personality.
Pastors’ relatively extreme definitions of what it would feel like to “not cope” might lead them to endorse this item at lower levels. As with Item #4, pastors might also hesitate to report difficulties with coping because it might reflect poorly on themselves and/or their faith.

**PSS Item 7. In the last month, how often have you been able to control irritations in your life?**

There was near universal confusion among pastors (10/12) as to whether the question asked about controlling the irritations themselves or controlling their response to the irritations. Six pastors commented that if the question asks about controlling the irritations, they would answer “never” because irritations are unavoidable. However, if the question is asking about controlling their irritability, they would answer “very often.”

This item is unique in that, depending on one’s interpretation, the item could lead to an over- or under-estimate of perceived stress.

**PSS Item 8. In the last month, how often have you felt that you were on top of things?**

Pastors expressed very little confusion or sensitivity when answering this item. When thinking about the things they might be “on top of,” some thought mostly of tasks (5/12) but others thought of both tasks and emotions (5/12). One pastor stated that, unlike the term “going your way” from Item #5, the phrase “on top of things” seems to leave space for “how God wants things to be.” This item appeared to be one of the better functioning items on the survey for clergy.

**PSS Item 9. In the last month, how often have you been angered because of things that were outside of your control?**

This item revisits the concept of control first introduced in Item #2. Five pastors gave examples of things outside of their control: “other people’s behavior,” “decisions made without the pastor’s participation,” “issues with denominational policies,” “spouse’s health,” and “spouse’s actions.”

Pastors struggled with the term “angered.” Though some (5/12) readily admitted to experiencing anger, many (6/12) talked about their discomfort with anger. One said that experiencing anger was tantamount to lack of faith. Another stated that anger itself was not a sin, but displaced anger was. A third said, “Clergy are not comfortable with anger and don’t know what to do with it. The church doesn’t allow people to be angry.”

The exception to this seems to be what several pastors (3/12) called “righteous anger.” They stated that righteous anger is “holy anger” at injustices and this very specific type of anger is “constructive and rallying.” Pastors said that other types of anger come with “baggage” and suggested that words such as “frustrated,” “perturbed,” or even “mad” would be easier for them to endorse.

Pastors’ aversion to the idea of anger along with the Christian theology of control make it very likely that pastors will under-endorse this item.

**PSS Item 10. In the past month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them?**

The phrase “could not overcome” had deep faith-based meaning for pastors. The majority of pastors (9/12) expressed that, through God, all could be overcome. One pastor noted, “This is despair language, suicide language,” while another said, “being unable to overcome means giving up.” According to one pastor, “The possibility that you cannot overcome something could be read as antithetical to grace.” Another pastor stated that answering positively to Item #10 would be akin to a crisis of faith. There was great agreement among their responses:

“No matter what, God will see you through.”
“No difficulty is insurmountable.”
“Even death has been overcome.”
“The God we believe in specializes in life over death.”

Because the word “overcome” is so theologically laden, it is likely that pastors will be unable to endorse this item.

Discussion

Our findings call into question the PSS-10’s validity to measure perceived stress with Christian clergy and potentially with other Christians of strong faith. We identified multiple sources of response error that might result in the under-report of stress if the PSS-10 is used with these respondents.

The first major source of error occurs because of the conflict between psychological and theological meanings of PSS-10 terminology. The psychological construct of locus of control, defined as “the beliefs that individuals hold regarding relationships between actions and outcomes,” has a long history of study dating back to Rotter’s social learning theory [24, 25]. Numerous studies have linked “internal locus of control,” in which an individual perceives himself to be in control of life’s outcomes, to better mental health [26, 27]. These studies have led researchers to assume that high levels of perceived control relate to less stress and more positive mental health, whereas low levels of perceived control relate to more stress and worse mental health. However, research on locus of control has failed to incorporate the perspectives of Christians, who are encouraged to relinquish their worries to God [28]. Along similar lines, Pargament has delineated the concept of positive religious coping, which includes believing that there is God-given meaning in difficult situations [29]. The conflict between psychological and theological perspectives on control emerged as pastors answered four of the PSS items. Consequently, the PSS-10’s language might inadvertently challenge pastors’ deeply held faith beliefs.

The second major source of error results because PSS-10 terminology might threaten the image of moral perfection that pastors often feel pressure to uphold [30]. Endorsing an item that asks about the ability to handle problems might feel like an admission of imperfections that diminishes the worth of the pastor’s ministry. Similarly, admitting to being unable to “cope” or “overcome” portrays a lack of faith.

In summary, the major threats to the content validity of the PSS-10 when used with clergy are the faith-driven conviction that God is in control and the vocational imperative to hide experiences of struggle. As one pastor described, she would feel as if she were “letting God down” if she endorsed some of the questions on the PSS-10. “The calling to ministry means that you have to give it your best. Admitting that you’re struggling is much more complex in ministry than in other types of work.”

We recommend that researchers studying clergy find alternative measures of stress that use less theologically loaded terms with weaker connections to concepts of success or failure. Such an instrument need not be based in appraisal theory like the PSS-10. For example, the Calgary Symptoms of Stress Inventory is a recently developed questionnaire that measures eight dimensions of stress symptoms [31]. It has been successfully used to measure changes in stress symptoms following stress reduction interventions [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. However, if a
measure based on appraisal theory is desired, the measure might need to expand on the operationalization of the appraisal process beyond the two dimensions (perceived helplessness and perceived self-efficacy) used by the PSS-10. Other possible dimensions might be positive emotions, meaning, physical resources, and acceptance.

The primary strength of this study is our use of the widely accepted technique of cognitive interview testing [19], which offers a rare glimpse into the interaction between the respondent and questionnaire as reported directly by members of our study population. We performed systematic, in-depth, item-by-item analysis to describe the performance of the PSS-10. Although the faith beliefs held by our population of United Methodist clergy may be similar to devout Christians who are not clergy, it is important to note that our findings may not be generalizable to other populations. Future research is needed to assess the potential limitations of the PSS-10 in other Christian populations and to determine valid stress measures for Christian clergy. Measuring stress symptoms and coping in clergy is critically important to understand how clergy can optimally create conditions for their positive mental health, thereby allowing them to perform well and live life to the fullest, even while engaging in a demanding profession.
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